References

Doody: Hemingway’s Style and Jake’s Narration
dooky


Annotations: An article entry cited as an excerpt from a collection entry. Note the format of the related and relatedstring fields.

Knuth: Computers & Typesetting


Annotations: A five-volume book cited as a whole and related to its individual volumes. Note the related and relatedtype fields.

Kullback: Information Theory and Statistics


Annotations: A reprint of the kullback entry. Note the format of the related and relatedtype fields.

Moore: Cramming more components onto integrated circuits


Annotations: A reprint of Moore’s law. Note the related and relatedtype fields.

Van Gennep: Rites de passage


Annotations: A variant of the vangennep entry related to its translation. Note the format of the related and relatedtype fields.

Annotations: A translation of the vanGennep entry. Note the translator and origlanguage fields. Compare with the vanGennep:related entry.


Annotations: A translated work from vanGennep. Note the format of the related and relatedtype fields.